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Abstract
The method by which prosthesis are connected to implant components (e.g Abutment) plays a major
significant role in the the clinical success of the restoration. Cement and screw method of prosthesis
retention have both advantages and limitations. Combining both methods of restoration ( i.e. screw
and cement retained restoration) benefits from the advantages of both methods
The following case reports illustrate procedures where atrophied edentulous jaws were treated using
a minimal invasive method and the restorations were retained with screw and cement.
Keywords: implant prosthesis, one piece implants, pterygoid implants, one piece tissue level implants,
dual retention, retrievability
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Introduction
The method by which prosthesis are connected to implant components (e.g Abutment) plays a major
significant role in the the clinical success of the restoration. The strengths and weaknesses of each
retention method should be considered and tailored towards each individual clinical situation of the
patient1-6.
The component retention can be achieved by screw-, friction-, or cement-retention or combined screw
and cement retention. The choice of retention methods are usually determined by retrievability, stress,
esthetics, and accessibility7.
Cement retention is often considered to be the most successful method by reducing stress in the
restoration and bone, excess cement application leading to bone loss and peri-implant disease are major
issues. Patient dissatisfaction due to repeated loosening of the prosthesis cause by debonding is also a
major issue in cement only retained restorations2,8-10.
Screw-retained restorations allow for easier removal and access for maintenance, however, achieving a
passive fit is significantly more difficult to attain with a screw-retained restoration due to stress
introduced into the restoration through the tightening of screws10,11.
The dual retained restorations ( i.e. screw and cement retained restoration) combine the advantage of
both screw and cement retained restorations8-10,12. A thin layer of the cement reduces stress in the
restoration and also compensate for any minor discrepancies in the fit. Further Cement-retained
restorations reduce stress and the likelihood of stress related implant failure or peri-implantitis. The
use of temporary cement makes restoration removal easier.
Screw-retained implant reconstructions are easier to remove for maintenance, repairs, or when surgical
interventions when required8,10. The retention screw used at a pterygoid implant of the posterior
maxilla offers an additional strong anchorage in a fixed prosthesis. The telescopic ones were luted with
temporary cement in order to avoid food leakage and microbial colonization. The restoration could be
easily retrieved if the retaining screw was removed10,11.
Many previous articles have described the clinical procedure for the restoration of severely resorbed jaws
(maxilla and mandible) with cortically fixed implant system13-16. Cortically Fixed at Once approach has
been shown to be a reliable alternative to bone grafts and sinus lift in situations where there is a
substantial bone resorption. The surgical technique as well as the laboratory procedures has been well
elucidated15-17.
The following case reports describe procedures where atrophied edentulous jaws were treated using a
minimal invasive method and the restorations were retained with both screw and cement.
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Case reports
A 54 year old male patient wanted fixed teeth in his maxilla. He presented at the clinic with a reason
to get fixed teeth in the maxilla. A clinical examination of the mouth showed a partial edentulous lower
and upper arch with resorbed ridge and periodontally compromised teeth 14,16 and 26. Radiographic
examination using an orthopantomogram showed a partial edentulous upper jaws with moderate
vertical bone resorption in the front and severe vertical resorption in the premolar and molar region
(Figure 1).
Treatment Plan: From a prosthetic point of view, the patient desired a fixed prosthetic solution. In the
upper jaw a minimal invasive procedure, One Piece Compressive Implants (Cemented temp bond) and
One Piece Tissue Level screw retained Implants were used, (ROOTT-Implants, Trate AG).
Immediate loading treatment with a metal-ceramic bridge was proposed. The patient agreed to this
treatment plan. The pre-treatment situation of the patient is shown in figure 1.,
After implant placement, the surgery, transfer copings were screwed on both types of tissue level
Implants. Friction fit transfers were placed on the One Piece Implants. ts. The bite was registered at the
same session. At the second appointment the frame was tried and the occlusion was reviewed again.
Two weeks after the surgery the metal-ceramic bridge was delivered and fixed to the patient,s jaw with
both screw and cement retained (Temp-bond) fixations.

Figure 1: Panoramic radiograph of patient at pre-treatment showing partially edentulous upper arch
with resorbed alveolus bone and remaining teeth
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Figure 2: Laboratory steps- Impression after surgery and frame fabrication

Figure 3: Panoramic radiograph of the patient after prosthesis delivery
The above restoration was done with One Piece Compressive Implants (Cemented with temporary bond)
and One Piece Tissue Level screw retained implants.
In figure 3, the One Piece Implants in position 15 and 25 were bent (3.5,16mm)This type of rehabilitation
with a One Piece Compressive implant is less invasive than using Cortical Hybrid- Plates implants at
the zygomatic arch.
The Cortical, Hybrid Plates are usually used when One Piece Implants are not appropriate due to a weak
bone.
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In a similar case a male patient in good health wanted fixed prosthesis in the maxilla . The patient did
not want any invasive surgical operation like sinus lift or bone grafting. The figure below shows the
panoramic radiograph of patient at pre-surgery.

Figure 4: Panoramic radiograph of patient pre-surgery
The agreed treatment option was extraction of all remaining teeth in the maxilla and implant placement
using pterygoid implants, one piece compressive Implants (Roott, Trate Ag), and one piece tissue level
screw retained implants.
After implant placement surgery, a bite registration was done. Then transfer copings were placed and
an impression was taken with silicone immediately after the surgery. One week later the try-in (figure
5) an appointment for prosthesis delivery was given.
The definitive metal-ceramic bridge was cemented and screwed, the ceramic bridge was delivered after
2 weeks.

Figure 5: Clinical photograph of a) frame and b) frame try in
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Figure 6: Soft tissue of the maxilla before bridge placement

Figure 7: a)Metal- ceramic bridges and b) clinical photo of the patient with the restoration in
the mouth.

Figure 8 : a) the panoramic and b) lateral cephalometric radiograph of the patient at completion
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The following case was a 75 year old lady, she wanted to replace her broken bridge in the maxilla. She
had a previous experience with flapless implant placement and immediate loading in the mandible 7
years before. Due to her positive experience she wanted the same treatment for he maxilla.

Figure 9: Panoramic radiograph and clinical photo of patient at presentation
In the maxilla, One piece Compressive implants were placed (Roott,Trate ag) in the anterior region and
Pterygoid implants (Roott, Trate Ag) for the posterior anchorage. Try- in of the frame was done after 6
days. The finished metal-ceramic bridge was delivered 2 weeks later. The new metal-ceramic bridge was
cemented on the One Piece Implants and screwed on the one piece tissue level and pterygoid implants
ten days later. The finished work is presented in figures 11 and 12.

Figure 10: Laboratory steps - Bite registration and bridge fabrication
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Figure 11: shows the clinical photo of a) the metal-ceramic bridge

and b) patient with metal-

ceramic bridge in the patient mouth

Figure 12: a) the panoramic and b) lateral cephalometric radiograph of the patient at
completion
The last patient in this series is a 88 year old patient with a loose bridge who wanted new fixed
restoration. The panoramic radiograph of patient at presentation is shown in figure 13. The treatment
option was extraction of the teeth with loosen bridge and implant placement with immediate loading.
The finished metal ceramic bridge was cemented (temp-bond) after 2 weeks. Figure 15 shows the clinical
and panoramic radiograph of the patient after treatment. A fast and efficient treatment option is
important especially for elderly patient like the one presented here,
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Figure 13: Panoramic radiograph of patient at presentation

Figure 14: a one piece compressive Implant

Figure 15: Clinical photo Panoramic radiograph of patient at presentation

Also in this case as shown in Fig 15 the one piece compressive Implants were bent (as seen in the
radiograph) to avoid injury to the mandibular nerve, as in the maxilla it may avoid sinus-lift.
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Figure 16 :

Diagram of bent one piece compressive Implants, with its angulation and position
in the bone

The presented case reports describe the functional restoration of edentulous patient and partial
edentulous patient with atrophied jaw who do not want additional surgical procedure such as sinus lift
and bone grafts. All cases presented above were done with a minimal invasive technique and immediate
loading, the prosthesis were cemented and screwed.
In some of the cases bent one piece compressive Implants were used , this is less invasive and in some
cases prevent nerve injury (figure 16).
In all cases the patient problem of edentulism in the jaw could be solved without additional surgical
procedures. The procedure is fast, less invasive with a minimum of components. The short treatment
time leads to a happy patient as their oral problems can be solved within a short period.
Previous review publication by the authors of cases treated with combined, cemented and screw retained
prosthesis of more than 15 years has shown the long term sucess of this method of prosthesis retention.
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